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There I was, sitting in my last class before

winter break. Feeling some sort of

depression and melancholy, I truly just

wanted one more class to learn some more

Latin! Just then, it all came back to me and

I remembered that there would be an

extremely fun and awesome Latin club

meeting where we would be celebrating

Saturnalia! “Io Saturnalia. Io Saturnalia!” I

thought to myself as I walked closer and

closer to the Latin room. As I walked

through the doors, I was greeted by such an

enthusiastic and welcoming feeling. As we

learned about Saturnalia from our

extremely well-informed Latin officers, I

was glued by their performance as well as

the captivating information about

Saturnalia. As the meeting progressed, we

formed groups to make houses out of

snacks that were bought. Some of these

snacks included graham crackers, Twizzlers,

Skittles, icing, and more. Grouping with a

couple of my friends from my own Latin

class, we worked together to form one of

the most beautiful and well-designed (in

terms of architecture) snack houses to ever

be made in all of history. Seeing some of

the other groups’ houses, I saw so much

creativity and skill. 

by Soli Pak (Upper Dublin)

A JOYOUS SATURNALIA
MEETING

 For example, I saw a group build a

traditional Roman household, also known in

Latin as “Domus.” Nonetheless, I only scoffed

at their creation because my own group’s

house was just so far ahead in production

and the aesthetic value. Bringing our house

to the front, we got judged and my group

has not crowned the victor. They do say,

“Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.” I knew

deep down in my heart that my group was

the real victors of this house-building

competition. The Latin club meeting was so

fun and I am looking forward to the next

meeting so much! Magister Ianni was such a

great host!  
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by Vedika Nair, Olivia Savochka, Owen Butler
(Owen J. Roberts)

Gifts were very important during Saturnalia. Here are some odd gifts inspired by an

ad hoc adjective review!

SEPTEM DIES SATURNALIA: A SONG

Primo die Saturnaliae, mea magistra mihi dedit

ericium latissimum in arbor cupressus

Secundo die Saturnaliae, mea magistra mihi dedit

duos equos purpurios et ericium latissimum in

arbor cupressus

Tertio die Saturnaliae, mea magistra mihi dedit

tris scarabaeos lucidissimos, duos equos

purpurios, et ericium latissimum in arbor cupressus

Quarto die Saturnaliae, mea magistra mihi dedit

quattuor simiasque immaniores, tris scarabaeos

lucidissimos, duos equos purpurios, et ericium

latissimum in arbor cupressus

Quinto die Saturnaliae, mea magistra mihi dedit

quinque invictas feles, quattuor simiasque

immaniores, tris scarabaeos lucidissimos, duos

equos purpurios, et ericium latissimum in arbor

cupressus

Sexto die Saturnaliae, mea magistra mihi dedit

sex aves iratas, quinque invictas feles, quattuor

simiasque immaniores, tris scarabaeos

lucidissimos, duos equos purpurios, et ericium

latissimum in arbor cupressus

Septimo die Saturnaliae, mea magistra mihi dedit

septem ignis-respirentes balaenas, sex aves

iratas, quinque invictum felem, quattuor simiasque

immaniores, tris scarabaeos lucidissimos, duos

equos purpurios, ericium latissimum in arbor

cupressus
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On the first day of Saturnalia, my teacher gave to

me a wide hedgehog in a cypress tree

On the second day of Saturnalia, my teacher

gave to me two purple horses and a wide

hedgehog in a cypress tree

On the third day of Saturnalia my teacher gave to

me three shiny beetles, two purple horses, and a

wide hedgehog in a cypress tree

On the fourth day of Saturnalia my teacher gave

to me four monstrous monkeys, three shiny

beetles, two purple horses, and a wide hedgehog

in a cypress tree

On the fifth day of Saturnalia my teacher gave to

me, five undefeated cats, four monstrous

monkeys, three shiny beetles, two purple horses,

and a wide hedgehog in a cypress tree

On the sixth day of Saturnalia my teacher gave to

me, six angry birds, five undefeated cats, four

monstrous monkeys, three shiny beetles, two

purple horses, and a wide hedgehog in a cypress

tree

On the seventh day of Saturnalia my teacher

gave to me, seven fire-breathing whales, six angry

birds, five undefeated cats, four monstrous

monkeys, three shiny beetles, two purple horses,

and a wide hedgehog in a cypress tree



by Vedika Nair, Olivia Savochka, Owen Butler
(Owen J. Roberts)

Gifts were very important to the Romans during Saturnalia. They were given at

parties and even on the streets.  

 A list of typical Saturnalia gifts includes:

SEPTEM DIES SATURNALIA: 
A GIFT LIST
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sigillaria - small pieces of pottery or clay dolls

cerei - candles

gag gifts

livestock

lyre

nuts and food

Here are some ideas for some gift giving during this festive time!

Primo die Saturnaliae, des unum Saturno fanum.

          On the first day of Saturnalia, you should give one shrine to Saturn.

 Secundo die Saturnaliae, des duas lyras.

          On the second day of Saturnalia, you should give two lyres.

 Tertio die Saturnaliae, des tris fortis boves.

         On the third day of Saturnalia, you should give three strong cattle.

 Quarto die Saturnaliae, des quattuor causias mirificas.

         On the fourth day of Saturnalia, you should give four awesome hats.

 Quinto die Saturnaliae, des quinque aureos cereos.

        On the fifth day of Saturnalia, you should give five golden candles.

 Sexto die Saturnaliae, des sex ingentis porcos.

       On the sixth day of Saturnalia, you should give six big pigs.

 Septimo die Saturnaliae, des septem sigillaria.

      On the seventh day of Saturnalia, you should give seven clay dolls.



  It doesn’t matter how poorly we sing (though

in my opinion it’s worthy of a Grammy) or how

many times we read off the paper; we are

here and we are enthusiastic (that should

really be the motto of the Latin Club). 

  Most things at school work if you do it with

enough enthusiasm. Sing loud, sing proud,

and wear a funny Santa hat. Then everyone

will open their doors as the jingling of bells

prances down the hallway. And in a school

otherwise devoid of school spirit, Latin Club

can always be counted upon to bring cheer. 

 So maybe that’s the secret to caroling. Not

to be good but to be energetic. We are here

and we are enthusiastic. And that’s all it

takes to have a wonderful winter day. 

 Has anyone ever come caroling to your

house? I feel like it's a lie movies try to sell

to us. The idea that a group of strangers

would knock on your door, start singing,

and that it is endearing instead of

incredibly awkward? On both sides, I can’t

imagine that working. 

 But there is one way this could work. A

way to carol such that the singers aren’t

strangers, the interruption isn’t awkward

and the whole interaction is fun: caroling

in school. 

 Reno erat Rudolphus, Tinniat Tinniat, the

discordant notes of Latin hymns echo

throughout the school. But who cares? It is

the day before winter break, most

teachers welcome the distraction rather

than scorn it. In fact, teachers come out

of their rooms to ask for a song or two

rather than slamming the door in our face. 

by Hana Boulware (Harriton)

HOLIDAY CAROLING
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  Mortals are far from the only driving factors in the

stories of both of these authors. There are many

different gods that each inhabit a particular sphere

of influence, they are not omnipotent beings. The

Roman gods were key players in the Trojan War and

destruction of Troy, which reshaped the ancient

world, much as the Valar were key players (alongside

the hosts of elves) in the War of Wrath which

defeated Morgoth. They would also send or spare

the lives of different actors to enact their will.

Aeneas learned the path through the underworld via

Apollo’s Cumaean Sibyl, and Gandalf (along with the

other Istari) were sent as guides for the Free Peoples

of Middle-earth in the fight against Sauron. Neptune

spared Aeneas from the great storm, knowing his

destiny still awaited, much as Gandalf was

resurrected because the task appointed to him by

the Valar was not complete. 

  Both Vergil and Tolkien seem to show an affinity for

the philosophy of Epicureanism. Epicureanism is a

philosophy that emphasizes simple pleasure to live a

good life. His Hobbits, for all their good cheer,

merriment, and simple lifestyles are overt

representations of that. Tom Bombadil, potentially

the most powerful (and certainly most enigmatic)

being in Middle-Earth lives a joyously Epicurean life

with Goldberry. In The Hobbit, he plainly says, “If

more of us valued food and cheer and song above

hoarded gold, it would be a merrier world.” By

Tolkien’s own admission, the true hero of The Lord of

the Rings is Samwise Gamgee, of the more common

Harfoot breed of Hobbits. He is a gardener,

appreciating nature above all else; Epicureanism

was often called The Philosophy of the Garden

because of Epicurus’s verdant garden community.

 How much Vergil influenced Tolkien will likely never

be known, but by some degree, the Classics had an

impact on Tolkien’s work. 

  Influences from Vergil’s triad of works can be

traced to a modern day work of fantasy: Tolkien’s

Lord of the Rings.

 The journeys of Aeneas and Aragorn’s lineage

closely resemble one another. Both begin with

the downfall of one civilization and are

responsible for the creation of another. The

downfall of Troy and the Sinking of Numenor

both began with hubris. The hubris to bring in an

object of the enemy. Although Laocoon warned

not to trust the Greeks bearing gifts, they were

heedless and wheeled the Trojan horse into the

city upon the sacred citadel. King Ar-Pharazon

brought Sauron, the most dangerous Lieutenant

of Morgoth, into the city. Becoming a close

adviser to the King, he changed much of

Numenor, defiling their religion, forcing worship

to Morgoth, and ordering the chopping of the

White Tree. From within, both of these forces

destroyed the great civilizations: the Greeks

ransacked and burned the city, while Numenor

was sunk beneath the ocean (much in the

manner of Atlantis). People escaped, from both,

notably Aeneas and his crew from Troy, and

Elendil (Aragorn’s ancestor) and his crew from

Numenor, both intending to found a new

civilization. But there are even more direct

parallels between Aeneas and Aragorn in how

they have to choose between their destiny and

their desires. Aeneas deviates at many points in

his journey, notably in his time with Dido, Queen

of Carthage. Aragorn, too, is at times reluctant

to accept his kingship and is forced to leave

Arwen while he journeyed with the Fellowship.

There is a contrast there, though, as Aragorn

reunites with Arwen, whereas Dido commits

suicide and Aeneas instead marries Lavinia.

 

by Nicholas Biglin (Harriton)
VERGIL AND TOLKIEN
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When Oedipus arrived at Thebes he

found that a Sphinx was destroying the

lands. The Sphinx had a riddle that if

someone could solve they would free the

land of the curse. Oedipus was able to

solve the riddle and ended up marrying

the queen Jocasta, he had four kids with

the Queen and lived a prosperous life

for a long period of time. Until one time

when he had decided it was time to look

into the old King’s murder because it

was said that a devasting famine would

last on the land unless the King’s

murderer was found and banished.

Oedipus looked into the death and

found out that he himself was the one

who murdered him and that his mother

was Jocasta. He blinded himself and

Jocasta hung herself. 

  The interesting part about these plays

were that before the play the chorus

would come out and explain the plot,

problem, downfall and resolution before

the play even started, and in between

each play they would perform mini

comedies because the plays were so

sad. 

 Oedipus was the unfortunate King of

Thebes. Oedipus Rex was an orphan

born child, his father Laius was the

King of Thebes but was once warned

by an oracle that his own son would

say his name and then bear a child

with his wife Iocasta. Hearing this he

took his son by the foot and pinned

him into a mountain to die. In irony

Oedipus means “swollen foot” which

attributes to why he was named this

by Sophocles. When the shepherd

saw this he felt bad for the infant and

took it upon himself to save the child.

Oedipus was then taken in by the

King of Corinth, Polybus. 

  When he was a man he visited

Delphi he was made aware of his

fate to kill his own father and have

children with his mother so he left

Delphi. When he happened to be

traveling towards Thebes he

encountered a man and his posse

who started a fight with him, he killed

all of them except one who managed

to escape. Unknown to Oedipus, his

father Laius was one of the men

whom he had just killed, which now

completes one half of the prophecy. 
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by Raymond Bolger (Owen J. Roberts)
OEDIPUS REX



  For my Pluma this quarter, I wanted to highlight a goddess that isn't as well known as some of the

others. I believe that there are so many goddesses and more than half of them never really get

talked about. The goddess I ended up choosing was Theia, the goddess of sight. She is the daughter

of Gaia, the earth goddess, and Uranus the sky god. Theia is one of the twelve Titans, the pre-

Olympian gods/goddesses. She is the goddess who gifted gold, silver and gems with natural beauty

and radiance. She was the mother of Helios, god of the sun, Selene, goddess of the moon, and Eos,

goddess of the dawn. 

by Amelie Dunn (Upper Dublin)
THEIA: GODDESS OF SIGHT
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HERE WE SEE APOLLO'S MESSENGER: THE HAWK
CLARA ZHU (HARRITON)

by Aidan Yunginger (Conrad Weiser)
TANTALUS

  Tantalus was the son of Zeus and the

nymph Plouto. He was the rich king of

Sipylus who was honored by the gods and

allowed to sit at their table. He then

decided to host a banquet and invited the

gods to come to his palace.

  Tantalus told his son Pelops that he would

finally get to dine with his grandfather. But

he killed his son and instructed the cook to

make a stew out of his son’s chopped up

body. In a perverse way he wanted to see if

he could trick the gods into eating a human

body. At the banquet when everyone was

sitting around the table, Zeus was

wondering where his grandson was

because he wanted to meet him. Tantalus

said, “He’ll be at the table shortly.” Then,

the cook brought the stew to the table. 

It smelled delicious and the goddess

Demeter quickly devoured her portion.

However, Zeus realized what Tantalus had

done and resurrected Pelops bringing him

back to life. Pelops was missing a chunk out

of his shoulder because that was the meat

Demeter had eaten. Zeus solved that

problem by having Hephaestus craft a

shoulder for him.

  Of course, Zeus punished Tantalus by

sending him to the Underworld. There, he

forever stands in a pool of water with fruit

hanging from a tree above him. Whenever he

tries to drink the water, it recedes so that he

cannot drink it and if he reaches for the fruit,

the wind blows the branches out of reach.

Tantalus is forever hungry and thirsty, forever

tantalized by the fruit and water.
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this myth surrounds the god Pan, who chases

after his love Syrinx. But Syrinx, a nymph, and

follower of Artemis, turns into water reeds to

escape Pan. Unknowingly, Pan cuts these

reeds to make a set of panpipes; Syrinx

portrays Pan’s sadness with the weeping

sound of the flute.

  Besides these compositions, Debussy also

wrote several others that were inspired by

Greek and Roman mythology. In the 1890s,

Debussy wrote Nocturnes, of which the third

movement is titled Sirènes; he uses a female

chorus, echoed by wind instruments, to depict

the magical song of the Sirens heard among

the rhythms of the waves of the strings.

Written in 1909, Debussy’s first prelude for the

piano, Danseuses de Delphes, was inspired by

the Dancers of Delphi, three maidens on a

column near the sanctuary of Apollo. 

  Debussy is only one of many composers who

was inspired by Greek and Roman mythology.

The widespread use of myths has been due to

the endless creative possibilities they bring.

They create a common ground between a

composer and their audience that the

composer can then build up from, allowing a

composer to freely express themself. Greco-

Roman culture, as well as classical music,

may be viewed as “outdated” by many, but

their influences on our culture have been

profound, making them relevant to this day.

 Greco-Roman culture, particularly

mythology, has had widespread influences

on classical music over the centuries, from

Handel to Wagner and beyond. One such

notable composer was Claude Debussy.

Born in Paris, France, Debussy was one of

the most influential composers of the late

19th and early 20th centuries. While he is

most widely known for his piano piece

Clair de Lune, he has also written several

other pieces based on Greek and Roman

mythology.

     Premiering in 1894, Prélude à l'après-

midi d'un faune (“Prelude to the Afternoon

of a Faun”) is one of Debussy’s most well-

known works. Based on a poem by the

French poet Stéphane Mallarmé, Debussy

depicts scenes of a desirous faun as

nymphs pass by in the heat of the

afternoon. Distinct from satyrs, fauns are

half-human, half-goat creatures that

appear in Roman mythology; they are the

offspring of Faunus, the god of the forest,

plains, and fields. Debussy illustrates

Mallarmé’s poem with haunting tritones,

colorful harmonies, and the main theme as

it is passed along the woodwinds.

  Later in his career, Debussy wrote Syrinx,

a piece for solo flute, which was based on

the myth of Syrinx and Pan. Included in

Ovid’s Metamorphoses,
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by Clara Zhu (Harriton)

DEBUSSY: 
A PERFECT MIX OF MUSIC AND MYTH



POSEIDON
ASHTON CONE (CONRAD WEISER)

by Andrew LaGreca (Owen J. Roberts)
THE TEMPLE OF VESTA

   The Temple of Vesta was erected in the

Roman Forum during the rule of Rome’s

second king, Numa Pompilius (753-673 BCE). It

was restored many times, and it stands ruined

today. Unlike most Roman temples, which

were rectangular, the Temple of Vesta was

circular in homage to the straw dwellings of

early Romans. Most importantly, the temple

housed Rome’s eternal flame.

 The eternal flame of Rome was initially

intended to be taken from. However, when

Romans became adept at sustaining their own

hearths, the flame came to symbolize the

sustenance of Rome. Though it rarely

happened, it would have been interpreted as

an ill omen if the flame was to die by

accident. It was ceremoniously extinguished

and reignited every year on March 1. 

 

  Rome’s eternal flame was tended to by the

Vestal Virgin priestesses. The Vestal Virgins

were chosen from a young age and served for

30 years. They could return to life as private

Romans after their service, but few did. The

Vestal Virgins were greatly honored; however,

they would have been severely punished if they

neglected their responsibilities, or they would

have been killed if they broke their chastity.

 By the medieval period, the Temple was

converted to a church. The Catholic Church

maintained it until 1549, when it was

deconstructed. Its marble was used to build

churches and papal palaces. 

 Today, the Temple of Vesta stands partially

reconstructed, though it is missing its roof and

many of its early decorations. It is in the Roman

Forum beside other ancient temples, all

remnants of a bygone era.
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 When received athletically, the crowns were

awarded to the winners. In the sports

category, they were granted an olive wreath.

Since wild olive trees grew at Olympia, where

the Olympic games were held, olive wreaths

were crafted and appointed to the victor. In

modern times, there is a laurel wreath on the

2016 medal design for the Rio Olympics. The

townspeople would have their leaders and

military personnel wearing crowns, using

laurel, myrtle, or oak. If you were the highest

military honor, awarded by the general, you

would receive a grass crown. These are also

familiar as - corona obsidionalis. 

 In Europe, there was a festival for May Day.

On the first day of May, all of the children

would be sent out with baskets to collect

flowers. This became a well-known tradition

and is represented in Alma-Tadema’s

painting, Spring. 

 As Christianity spread the flower crown lost

its popularity. This was most likely because of

its relation to pagan festivals. Eventually, it

began to make a comeback in Renaissance

art as scholars and artists were seeking the

classical past for inspiration and came across

the flower crown. 

 Today, wearable fronds and flowers still

continue to be popular. They show through as

symbols of love, romance, femininity, victory,

celebration, and more.

  The Flower Crown: a reward for triumph,

an honorary reward for victors in poetic,

military, athletic, and musical contests,

and worn at festivals and celebrations. 

 These crowns were made of oak, ivy

vines, wool, myrtle, and many diverse

types of flowers, often varying within the

season and circumstances. 

 The Roman bride would wear a bridal

crown, which were made of verbena that

the bride would pick herself. Some women

would select a flower color that was

representative of a trait they relish; they

would interweave those flowers into their

crown so it would reside with them on

their big day.

 At festivals and celebrations, it was

traditional to wear a flower crown to

events such as, sacrificing to the gods

and feasts. The Greeks believed that tying

a fillet flower tight around their heads

could ease their drunkenness. For the

festivals, they wore crowns originally

made of wool but later decorated with

flowers, petals, and parsley. 

 In Rome, the Floralia festival was held in

honor of Flora, goddess of vegetation,

spring, and flowers. These crowns were

made of interwoven vines and flower

petals. When attending the festival, this

was an ample item. 
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by Gabby Razzi (Owen J. Roberts)

 THE RISE OF THE FLOWER
CROWN



HERE WE SEE A CANADIAN GOOSE, THE SUCCESSOR TO JUNO'S
SACRED GEESE WHO SAVED ROME FROM THE GAULS.

CLARA ZHU (HARRITON)

by Maxwell Shalaway (Owen J. Roberts)

A QUICK LOOK AT THE TESTUDO
FORMATION

  A popular war strategy used during the times

of the Roman Empire was the “testudo”

formation. Testudo is the Latin word for turtle.

Testudo formation was formed when the front

and side men would hold their shields in front

of them with no gaps and the men behind

them would place their shields over their

heads. This gave them full protection from

enemy attacks such as javelins or arrows. 

  The main use of this formation is to flank the

enemy from different angles to lead to a

decisive victory or to allow the soldiers to

approach walls and gates of the towns that

they were attacking. However, the formation

was not invincible since they have limited

forms of attacking; a good way to counter it

was the use of cavalry. Another big flaw was 

mobility, as it is hard to coordinate every man

moving at high speeds, so the formation itself

was rather slow…one might say turtle-like. The

men in formation also could not afford to carry

a lot of weight with them in battle, so other than

the shields and swords, they were relatively

defenseless and had limited means of attack. 

  Despite its flaws, it was very popular at the

time and even evolved into some current military

formations, both real and fictional. Lord of the

Rings is a great example of this formation being

featured in movies, video games and TV shows.

It has become one of the most iconic fighting

tactics used in history, and has relatively few

problems and a very high success rate. Many

people now see a picture of the formation and

laugh, but back in Roman times it was a force to

be reckoned with.
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and their origin, uniqueness, and what they

represent. We learned so much about ancient

Roman artifacts, probably more than I would

learn in school, and I got to spend time

looking around the museum and learning

more and more. 

  I highly recommend taking Latin! You can

get many more opportunities from being in

Latin and it is great to become more well

rounded in any language.

  During my experience as a freshman

taking Latin we worked on textbook work

like any other class. The fun thing about

our class was how everyone became

interested in what we were learning. I

think everyone was comfortable and

interested in the subject because we all

chose this class for our own particular

reasons, whether it was to get a head

start on medical terms for the future or to

simply get out of Spanish, we were all in

Latin because we wanted to be. 

 Some of the things that we did during

Latin included pictionary vocabulary, word

columns, Blooket, watching videos, and

more. Our teacher tried to make

something that could be difficult as fun

and understanding as possible.

Sometimes we jumped onto some very

interesting topics, which made for even

more interesting topics, but hey this is

what learning should look like. Questions

are great for young minds to continue to

grow. I remember very well my first field

trip with the Latin Club. We went to the

city of Philadelphia in Pennsylvania. While

we were there we went to the

Philadelphia Museum. In the museum one

of our older teachers did a great job

going into further detail of the artifacts 

by Indiana Auchenbach  (Conrad Weiser)
FRESHMAN LATIN EXPERIENCE
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STUDENTS ENJOY A SATURNALIA GIFT
EXCHANGE

(CONRAD WEISER)



Dear Dido,

 What are some of the tips and tricks to survive

high school Latin?

Please help!

Struggling Student

Dear Struggling Student,

 Once you understand the basics of Latin, it is a

piece of cake! The main thing you must make sure

of is to know your charts. Once you get into

translation of Ecce, knowing your noun and verb

endings from memory is the easiest way to

succeed. Putting the endings to songs or some sort

of rhythm is a good way to memorize anything,

especially the word endings that you will use for

the rest of your Latin career. Another easy thing

that would help you is understanding English

grammar. The more you know about writing with

correct grammar, the easier it will be for you to

comprehend Latin syntax and linguistics. Some

great resources include Latin Tutorial and

Whitaker’s Words. Latin Tutorial is a helpful Youtube

channel that breaks down all the parts of Latin

grammar that you need to know. The creator also

has a website that helps you find videos that you’re

looking for and practice your vocab and grammar.

Whitaker’s Words is a search engine/dictionary

which defines Latin words for you. You can get

translations both from English to Latin and Latin to

English, something that comes in handy when

translating or writing your own Latin excerpt. It also

tells you the case, gender, declension, person, and

everything you could want to know about any and

all Latin words.

 Finally, my advice would be to work hard, pay

attention in class, and ask questions if you have

them! Studying with Quizlet or flashcards is the

best way to memorize vocab. I wish you all the best

in your studies! Bonam Fortunam!

   -Dido

   (Lindsey Weiler: Upper Dublin)

DEAR DIDO
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Rapid Fire

Simon Seignourel (Harriton)

 
 Q: My brother and my fiancé have a sort of

rivalry, and I can’t figure out how to make them

get along. What should I do? 

 A: Just get away from there as fast as

possible. Pack your bags and leave the country,

and take your husband with you, for gods’

sakes, before disaster strikes!

 Q: How can I tell if someone has feelings for

me? 

  A: They’re sneaking glances at you when you

welcome them to your palace, aren’t they?

Well, first you’d want to talk to them alone. You

might get caught in a storm while out hunting

and have to seek refuge in a cave, for

example. Then, hopefully the other person will

profess their undying love for you and agree to

marry you, and at that point you have unfailing

trust in them so you believe them without

question, until about a year later, when you find

out that really, you actually can never be sure if

someone truly loves you because they might

just get on a boat in the middle of the night

and ditch you for their STUPID CITY-FOUNDING

JOB ANYWAY!

Q: How do you start a fire?

  A: Just find somebody to grieve for and ask

your servants to make their funeral pyre. Works

like a charm. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/latintutorial
https://archives.nd.edu/words.html


LEFT: THE GIRLS OF JUNIOR YEAR
IN LATIN CLUB WORKING ON

THEIR ROMAN VILLA. THIS
BEAUTIFUL HOUSE WAS A SHOE IN

FOR THE WINNING PRIZE BUT
FACED DESTRUCTION IN THE

FORM OF AN EARTHQUAKE RIGHT
BEFORE THE COMPETITION

BEGAN. 
(UPPER DUBLIN)

SATURNALIA PHOTOS
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RIGHT: STUDENTS ENJOY ICE
CREAM CAKE AT THEIR

SATURNALIA CELEBRATION
(CONRAD WEISER)

LEFT:  THE BOYS OF LATIN CLUB
CONSTRUCT THEIR ROMAN VILLA.
THIS STRUCTURALLY SOUND AND

CREATIVE HOUSE WOULD ACHIEVE
2ND PLACE!

(UPPER DUBLIN)



Editor's Note

Salvete Omnes!

I'm so excited to present this

year's Winter Keystone.

Everyone's articles have been

fascinating and well-written

and the art has been absolutely

stunning. I can't wait to see

what everyone has in store for

the next edition!

-Willa Salmanson
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STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN THE ANNUAL SATURNALIA
CANDLE EXCHANGE

(HARRITON)
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REMINDER
Submissions for the 2021-2022

Spring Edition of the Keystone

are due March 18th, 2022.

Be sure to check ALL

requirements and send

submissions to

pajcl.editor@gmail.com


